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Abstract 

The purpose of this paper is to describe the use of the multiple classes random neural network model 
to recognize patterns having different colors. We propose a learning algorithm for the recognition of color 
patterns based upon the non-linear equations ofthe multiple classes random neural network model using 
gradient descent of a quadratic error function. In addition, we propose a progressive retrieval process with 
adaptive threshold value. The experimental evaluation shows that our approach provides good results . 
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El modelo de redes de neuronas aleatorias en el 
problema de reconocimiento de patrones coloreados 

Resumen 

El propósito de este artículo es describir el uso del modeto neuronal aleatorio con múltiples clases 
para reconocer patrones con diferentes colores. Nosotros proponemos un algoritmo de aprendizaje para el 
reconocimiento de patrones coloreados basados en la ecuación no lineal del modelo neuronal aleatorio con 
múltiples clases usando el descenso de gradiente de una función cuadrática de error. Además , propone
mos un proceso de recuperación progresiva con un valor de umbral adaptativo. La evaluación experimen
tal muestra que nuestro enfoque da buenos resultados. 

Palabras clave: Modelo neuronal aleatorio con múltiples clases, reconocimiento de patrones 
coloreados, algoritmo de aprendizaje, proceso de recuperación. 

1. Introduction 	 categories (vocabulary) used by humans in judg
ing similarity of color patterns, their relative im

Humans use color, shape and texture to UD portance and relationsh ips, as well as the hierar
derstand and recollect the contents of a pattern. chy of rules (grarnmar) [17). 
Therefore, it is natural to use features based on 

In this paper a color pattern recognition ap
these attributes for pattern recognition [B, 9, 16, 

proach composed by a learning algorithm and a
17]. The effectiveness of using simple color fea

retrieval procedure for the multiple classes RNN 
tures for pattern recognition is demonstrated in 

is proposed. We shall use each class to model a
[15]. Colombo et al. described a system for picto

color. We present a backpropagation type learn
rial content representation and recognition based 

ing algorithm for the recurrent multiple classes 
on color distribution features [B) in which the dis

RNN model using gradient descent minimization
tribution of chromatic content in a pattern is de

of a quadratic error function when a set of in
scribed through a set of color histograrns and a 

put-output pairs is presented to the network. Our 
pattern matching strategy using this seto 

model is defined for nC parameters for the whole
Mojsilovic et al . recently determined the basic 
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network. where C is the number of primary eol
ors. n is the number of pixels of the image. and 
eaeh neuron is used to obtain the color value of 
eaeh pixel in the bit map planeo The primary eol
ors ereate different eolors aeeording to the RGB 
model. Thus. our learning algorithm requires the 
solution of a system of nC non-linear equations 
eaeh time the n-neurons network learns a new 
input-output pair (n-pixels image with C primary 
eolors). In addition. we propose a progressive re
trieval process with adaptive threshold value. 

The Random Neural Network (RNN) was 
proposed by Gelenbe in 1989 [11. 12. 13) . This 
model does not use a dynamie equation. but uses 
a seheme of interaetion among neurons. It ealcu
lates the probability of aetivation of the neurons 
in the network. Signals in this model take the 
form of impulses that mimie what is presently 
known as inter-neural signals in biophysieal 
neural networks. The RNN has been used to solve 
optimization [1, 2. 4] and pattern reeognition 
problems (3 . 5.7]. Gelenbe eonsidered a learning 
algorithm for recurrent random neural network 
model (14], and we have proposed modifieations 
of this algorithm for eombinatorial optimization 
problems [4] and an evolutionary learning for 
combinatorial optimization and reeognition 
problems [1.5]. Fourneau etal. have proposed an 
extension ofthe RNN. ealled multiple classes ran
dom neural network model [10]. 

This work is organized as follows. in seetion 
2 we present the multiple classes RNN. Seetion 3 
presents our reeognition algorithm (learning and 
retrieval proeesses) for multiple classes RNN. In 
section 4. we present sorne applieations. Re
marks eoneerning future work and eonc1usions 
are provided in seetion 5. 

2 . The Multiple Classes Random 
Network Model 

The neural network is eomposed of n neu
rons and reeeives exogenous positive (exeitatory) 
and negative (inhibitory) signals as well as endog
enous signals exehanged by the neurons. As in 
the classieal model [11. 12. 13]. neurons send ex
eitatory and inhibitory signals when they fire. to 
other neurons in the network or to outside worid. 
In this modelo positive signals may belong to sev
eral classes and the potential at a neuron is rep

resented by the vector K¡=(Kil ..... K¡cl. where Kie 
is the value of the "class e potential" of neuron i, 
or its "excitation level in terms of c1ass e signals"; 
negative signals only belong to a single class. The 

total potential ofneuron iis K¡= L c=1 e Ku,. The ar

rival of an exeitatory signal of sorne class in
creases the corresponding potential of a neuron 
by l . while an inhibitory signal's arrival de
creases it by l. That is. when a positive signal of 
class e arrives at a neuron. it merely increases K¡C 
by l. while when a negative signal arrives at it 
and ifK¡>O. the potential is redueed by l. with the 
class of the potential to be redueed ehosen ran
domly with probability K¡cIK¡ for any c= l ..... C. A 
negative signal arriving at a neuron whose poten
tial is zero has no effeet on its potential. 

Exogenous positive signals of class e arrive 
at neuron i at a Poisson stream of rate A(i. el. 
while exogenous negative signals arrive at it ac
eording to a Poisson proeess of rate 1(i) . A neuron 
is exeited if its potential is positive. It then fires at 
exponentially distributed intervals. sending ex
citatory signals of different classes. or inhibitory 
signals. to other neurons or to the outside of the 
network. That is. neuron i can fire when its po
tential is positive (K¡>O) and sends exeitatory sig
nals of elass e at rate r(i, c»O. with probability 
K¡cIK¡. When neuron ifires at rate r(i. e) it deletes 
by 1 its class e potential and sends to neuronj a 
class cp positive signal with probability p+(i. c; j. 
cpl. or a negative signal with probability p-(i, e; j). 

On the other hand. the probability that the de
leted signal is sent out ofthe network. or that it is 
"lost". is d(i . e). Clearly we shall have: 

L (j. <p rP+( i, e; j . cp) + L jP- (i, e; j) + dU. c) = 1 

for Vi = L n and e = Le 

Let K(t) be the vector representing the state 
ofthe neural network at time t and K =(K1 •· ... Kn) 
be a particular value of the vector. \Ve shall de
note by p(K. t) = Pr(K(t)=K] the probability distri
bution of the state. The main property of this 
model is the exeitation probability of the "class cp 
potential" of neuron j. g(j. cp). whieh 

0< g(j. cp) < 1 satisfies the non-linear equation 

(10]: 

g(j.cp) = 1+(j.cp) I (r(j.cp)+r(j)) ( 1) 
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where, 

A+(j,ep) = 2, (i. c)q(¡ ,c)r(¡,c)p+(i,C;j,ep) + A(j,ep) 

A- (j) = 2, (i .C)q(¡, c)r(¡, c)p-( i, c; j) + A.(j) 

Thus, p(K, t), the stationary probabilíty distribution 
of network state, satisfies 

(2) 

The synaptie weights for positive (w+(i, e; j, ep» and 
negative (w-(i, e; j» signals are defined as: 

w+(i, e; j, ep) = r(i, e)p+(i, e; j, ep) 

w-(i, e; j) = r(i, e)p-(i, e; j) 

and, if d(i, e )=0, the fire rate r(i , e) will be 

r(i, e) = [2, (j.\?) w+(i, e; j, ep) + ¿:j w-(i , e; j)] (3) 

3 . Color pattem recogn.ition 
algorithm on the multiple classes 

random neural network model 

We now show how the multiple classes RNN 
can be used to solve the Color Pattern Recognition 
problem, based on an associative memory tech
nique [3 , 5]. In our approach, a "signal class" rep
resents obviously eaeh color. To design sueh a 
memory, we have used a Single-Iayer RNN of n fully 
intereonnected neurons . For every neuron i the 
probability that emitting signals depart from the 
network is d(i, e)=O. We suppose a pattern eom
posed by n pixels (m, k) in the plane (for m= 1, ... , J 

and k=l, ... , K), eaeh of which has assoeiated a 
neuron N(i) (for i=l, ." , n). The state ofneuron N(i) 
can be interpreted as the color intensity value of 
the eorresponding pixel. On the other hand, we 
suppose three classes to represent the primary 
eolors (red, green, and blue) according to the RGB 
model. This model allows to create clifferent colors 
with the eombination of different intensities of the 
primary eolors. For example, to represent a pixel 
with red color the neuron value is (l, O, O), the 
black color is (1, 1, 1), the pink color is (0.5 , O, O), 
etc. We suppose possible values ofO. 0 .5 and 1 for 
each class on every neuron. In this way, we can 
represent geometrie Figures with different eombi
nations of eolors. We have used tlús model be
cause it agrees better with human ehromatie per
eeption [8], but the proposed approaeh can use an
other modellike this one to represent the eolors of 

a given pattern . The parameters ofthe neural net
work will be chosen as follows: 

a) p +U, ep;i ,e)= p+(i,e; j ,ep) p-(i,e; j) = p-(j,e;i)for 

any ij=1,,,., n and e,ep= 1, ,,., C. 

b) A(i, e)=Líe andA(i)=O, where Líe is a eonstant forthe 

class e ofthe neuron i. 

The values in (a) were ehosen because the 
neural network has a symmetric relationship be
tween the neurons to guarantee the associative 
memory behavior of our approach. On the other 
hand, thevalues in (b) were ehosen since an exog
enous signal is suffieient to guarantee the net
work stability, and the value of Líc must be cho
sen aeeordingly (Equation 2) . 

3.1. Learning Algorithm 

Now, we define a learning algorithm for the 
multiple classes RNN model. We propose a gradi
ent deseent algorithm for adjusting the set of net
work parameters w+U' z; i, e) and w-U, z; i) in order 
to learn agiven set of minput-output pairs (X, Y) 

where the set of suceessive inputs is denoted by: 

X= (Xl'''''~) 

where, Xk= (Xk(l,l), ... , Xk (n, C)}, and Xk(i, e) is 
the cth class on the neuron i for the k th pair 

and the sueeessive desired outputs are 

y = (Y 1"'" Yrn) 

where, Yk = (Yk(l,l), ... , Yk(n, C)), 
and Yk(l,l) = (0,0.5. 11 

The values Ak(i, e) and Ak(i) provide the net

work stability. Partieularly, in our model Ak(i, e) 

andAk(i) are initialized as have been defined previ
ously. Typieally, arrival rates of exogenous sig
nals are ehosen as follows: 

Yk(i, c»O => Xk(i, e) = (Ak(i, e), Ak(i)) = (Lie, O) 

Yik(i , e)=O => (Ak(i, e), Ak (i)) = (O, O) 

The network approximates the set of desired 
output vectors sueh that the eost funetion Ek: 

Ek = 1/2 ¿:ni=l ¿:CC=l [qk(i,e)- Yk(i,c)]2 (4) 

is minimized. The rule to update the weights may 
be written as: 
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wk+(u,p; v,z) = wk_l +(u,p; v,c)- flrni=l r Cc=l (qk(i,c)

Yk(i,c»[ 8q(i,c) / 8w+(u,p; v,z)]k 
Cwk-(u,P; v) = wk_I-(u,P; v)- ¡.trn¡=l r 

C
=l (qk(i,c)

Yk(i,c»[ 8q(i,c) /8w-(u,p; v)]k (5) 

where, \l> Ois the learning rate (sorne constant). 

qk(i) is calculated using 

X k, w+k(u, p; v, z) = w+k-l (u, p; v, z) 

[8q(i,c) / 8w+(u,p;v,z)k and [8q(i,c) / 8w-(u,P;v)]k 
are evaluated using the values: 

q(i ,c) = qk(i,c), w\(u, p; v, z) = w\_l (u, p; v, z) 
and w-k(u, p; v) = w-k_l (u, p; v) in (2) 

The complete learning algOlithm for the 
network is: 

- Initíate the matrices W O + and WO-in sorne 
appropriate manner. ehoose a value of \l in 
(2). 

- For each successive value of m.: 

• Select the input-output pair (Xk' Yk) 

• Repeat 

- Solve equation (1) with these values 

- Using (5) and the previous resuIts 
update the matrices W k + and W k -

Until the change in the new values of the 
weights is smaller than sorne predetermined va
lued. 

For more details about this learning algo
rithm, see [6] . 

3.2. Retrieval Procedure 

Once the learning phase is completed, the 
net:work must perform as well as possible the 
completion of noisy versions of the training vec
torso In this case, we propose a progressive re
trieval process with adaptive threshold value. Let 
X= {X(I, 1), ... , X'(n, e)} be any input vector in 
which each Xli, c) (i=I, ... , n and c=I, ... , e), may 
take values O, 0.5 or l. In order to determine the 
corresponding output vector Y= {Y(l, 1), .. . , Y(n, e)} 
we first compute the vector of probabilities Q=(q( 1, 
1), ... , q(n, ell. We consider fue q(i, c) values such 
that 1-T<q(i, c)<T/2 or 1-T/2<q(i, c)<T, with for in
stance T=0.8, belong to the uncertainty interval Z. 
When the network stabilizes to an attractor state, 

the number NB_Z of neurons whose q(i, C)EZ is 
equal to O. Hence, we fírst treat the neurons whose 
state is eonsidered certain to obtain the output 
vectory(l)= (Y(l)(l,I) , ... , y(l)(n,e)l. \vith: 

¡1 if q(i,e) > T 

y<l). F: ' Oifq(¡,c)<l-T
(l,e) = z(q(l,e)) = 0.5ifT /2 :5q(i ,e):51-T / 2 

x~ otherwise 

where Fz is the thresholding function by intervals. When 

q(i, c) > T we can guarantee than q(i, c) = 1, when T/2::; q(i, 

c) ::;1-T/2 wecan guarantee than q(i, c)=0.5, and when q(i , c) 
< 1-T we can guarantee than q(i, c)=O. IfNB_Z = O this 
phase is terminated and the output vector is y=y(l). Other
wise, Y is obtained afier applying the thresholding function 
f¡B as follows: 

¡1 if q(í,e) > f3 
r(í,e) = ff3(q(i,e)) = 0.5 if f3 /2 < q(i,e) < f3 

Ootherwise 

where f3 is the selected threshold. Each value q(i , C)EZ is 
considered as potential thresholds. That is, for each 
q(i,e) E Z: 

f3 = {q(i,e) ifq(i,e) > 0.666 
I-:-q(i,e) otherwise 

Eventually, Z can be reduced by decreasing 
T (for 1'>0.666). For each potential value of {J. \Ve. 

present the vector X(l)(f3)= fp(Q) to fue networh .. 
Then, we compute the new vector of probabilities 
Q(l)(f3) and the output vector y(2)(f3) = Fz(Q(l)(f3)). 
We keep the cases where NB_Z=O and X(l)(f3)= 
y(2)(f3) . If these two conditions are never satisfied, 
the initial X' is considered too different of any 
training vector. If several thresholds are candi 
date, we choose the one which provides the mini
mal error (difference between q(i, c) and Y(i, el. for 
i=l, n and c=l, ... , e): 

E(f3) = 1/2 ¿ni= 1 [q(i, c)(l)(f3)- Y(i, c)(l)(a)]2 (6) 

4. Experimental Results 

4.1. Description of the examples 

In this seetion we present several exam
pies to evaluate the quality of our recognition 
algorithm for different pattern types. We will 
give various geometric Figures as inputs to a 
Multiple elasses Random Neural Network and 
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train the network to recognize them. To evaluate 
our approach, we use three Figure groups: the 
first group (group Al includes the set of Figures 
shown in Figure 1, where blackened boxes rep
resent blue colors, gray boxes represent green 
colors and white boxes represent red colors. The 
next group (Group Bl, which is composed of the 
black and white Figures shown in Figure 2, is 
used to compare our approach with the recogni
tion algorithm based on RNN proposed in [31. 
and the evolutionary learning approach pro
posed in [5]. The last group (group el is com
posed by the set of patterns used in [17] (Figure 
3). For group e extended experiments are pre
sented to evaluate the performance of our 
method according to the relationship between 
the problem features (number of patterns. pix
els and colors) , recognition rates and process
ing time . 

For the first and second cases, each Figure is 
represented by a 6*6 grid of pixels. For example. 
the seventh pattern in Figure 2 can be represented 
as shown in Figure 4 . According to the RGB modelo 
the black boxes are represented as (1. l . 1). while 
white boxes are represented as (O, O. O). Hence, we 
can represent geometric Figures with different 
combinations of colors (for example, in Figure 2. if 
we suppose black boxes correspond to red colors. 
and white boxes to blue colors, neurons for black 
boxes are equal to (l, O. O) and for white boxes are 
equal to (O. O. 1)). Thus, for these cases we use a 
Single-Iayer multiple classes RNN composed by 36 
neurons (n=36) and 3 classes (e=3). 

4.2. Analysis of Results 

In order to test associative memories, we 
have evaluated the recognition rates of distorted 
versions ofthe training patterns (Tables 1 and 2). 

Figure 1. Geometric Figures with three colors (Group A). 

Figure 2. Geometric Figures with two colors (Group B) 

111 111 III 000 000 000 
III 111 111 000 000 000 
III 111 111 000 000 000 => 
III 111 111 000 000 000 
III 111 111 000 000 000 
111 111 111 000 000 000 

Figure 4 . Representation of a geometric Figure with a 6*6 pattern. 

Figure 3 . Pattern set used in the last experiment (Group e). 
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Table 1 


Recognition rate of noisy versions of Group A 


Noisy Rate 0% 10% 20% 	 30% 

Number of Figures 

GroupA 

4 

99% 

6 

99% 

10 

97% 

4 

94% 

6 

93% 

10 

89% 

4 

83% 

6 

82% 

10 

81% 

4 

73% 

6 

71% 

10 

67% 

Table 2 

Recognition rate of noisy versions of Group B 

Noisy Rate 0% 10% 20% 	 30% 

Number ofFigures 4 6 10 4 6 10 4 6 10 4 6 10 

el 99% 95% 96% 93% 91% 85% 83% 80% 77% 68% 66% 62% 

Evol 99% 99% 990/0 96% 95% 92% 87% 85% 81% 75% 74% 72% 

Mult 99% 99% 99% 95% 94% 90% 85% 84% 81% 73% 72% 70% 

We generated 20 noisy versions of each training 
image, for a given distortion rate . The resultofthe 
learning stage is used as the initial neural net
work for this second stage (retrieval stagel. We 
have corrupted them with noise rates of 10%, 

20% and 30% distortion, by modifying bit values 
at random. A pattern is recognized ifthe residual 
error rate is less than 3%. The results are pre
sented in tables 1 and 2. These values represent 
the average of 8 processes for each set Si of im
ages. The performance degrades when the noise 
rate is important (memories are then more dis
criminating). The results for the first group are 
presented on Table l. Our algorithm provides a 
good recognition rate because we recognize a 
large number of patterns despite corrupted parts 
of the Figures (even when the noise rate is large 
(30%)) . Particularly, the recognition rate of the 
sets S4 and S6 remain good for our approach. 
Concerning S10 and 30% of noise rate, recogni
tion rate decreases. 

Table 2 shows the recognition rate for the 
last group of images (Group Bl using the classical 
gradient recognition algorithm (CO, the hybrid 
Genetic/Random Neural Network learning algo
rithm (EvaO and our Multiple Classes learning al
gorithm (Mult). In general, Eval appears to give 
the best results. The recognition rate remains 
good for our algorithm (Mult) ifwe compare its re
sults with the results corresponding to Eval. It 
provides a better recognition rate that Cl, which 
is the algorithm with the worst performance. 

Leaming 
Error 

Leaming 

2,5 Algorithms 

_el 
2 _	 . Evo! 

.. · . Mult\ ,5 

__ .r~',~__" ... , ... 
; .."".... ...... ~. ".". -"" ... , 

O,~-.---.----r-----~-.~ 
2 4 6 8 10 	 No Of 

Figures 

Execution 
Time (min) 

100 

75 

50 

25 

4 6 8 10 	 NoOf 
Figures 

Figure 5. Learning error and execution time of 
the learning algorithms for Group B. 

2 
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Table 3 


Performance Evaluation of our method with the noisy versions of Group e 


Noise Rate 0% 10% 20% 

Figures 1-8 1-3 6-8 1-5 1-8 1-3 6-8 1-5 1-8 1-3 6-8 1-5 

Number of pixels 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 

Recognition Rates 95% 98% 98% 94% 88% 92% 95% 90% 78% 83% 84% 80% 

Retrieval Time (sec) 240 31 33 120 300 34 43 60 234 33 38 55 

Number of pixels 576 576 576 576 576 576 576 576 576 576 576 576 

Recognition Rates 95% 99% 99% 95% 89% 93% 96% 91% 79% 85% 86% 82% 

Retrieval Time 720 120 123 212 723 114 132 221 756 134 144 321 

Number of pixels 2304 2304 2304 2304 2304 2304 2304 2304 2304 2304 2304 2304 

Recognition Rates 99% 99% 99% 99% 95% 97% 97% 96% 92% 95% 95% 92% 

Retrieval Time 9188 1302 1287 2341 8923 1100 1098 2178 9012 1231 1101 2111 

Figure 5 shows the system errors during the 
learning phase for Group B using the classical 
gradient descent learning algorithm (eo, the hy
brid Genetic/Random Neural Network learning 
algorithm (EvoO and our Multiple Classes learn
ing algorithm (Mult). Evol gives the best results, 
but with a substantially large execution time due 
to a very slow convergence. The learning remains 
good for our learning algorithm (Mult) because the 
error is smaller thán 1.5; with this error our ap
proach can recognize a large number ofFigures in 
the recognition stage. lt provides a better error 
convergence on the learning phase than el. Re
garding el its error is important, which justifies 
its bad recognition rateo 

Table 3 shows the relationship between the 
problem features (number of pixels and colors), 
recognition rates and processing time for the set 
of Figures of the group C. If we increase the num
ber of pixels to describe a pattern we improve the 
quality of the retrieval phase, but the execution 
time increases exponentially. The number of col
ors is not important because our system doesn't 
depend on it. Ifthe RGB model can be used to rep
resent a specific color of a given pattern, our ap
proach can recognize it (see the similarity of the 
recognition rates for the cases of Figures 1-3 and 
6-8). When the patterns are different (patterns 6, 
7 and 8 in Figure 3) the system has a better re

trieval rateo Our approach can recognize several 
patterns, but with a large retrieval time ifwe like 
to obtain good retrieval rates. 

Our system has the typical drawback of an 
associative memory approach: low storage capac
ity. Ifwe compare our approach with the method 
proposed on [8, 17], their approach has a better 
storage capacity (they tested their approach for 

30 patternsJ, but our recognition rate is better (;:: 
90% for 20% of noise rate). 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper we have proposed a recognition 
algorithm based on the Multiple Classes Random 
Neural Model. We have considered Figures with 
several complexities, particularly the group C. We 
have tested the capacity of our model to recognize 
Figures with arbitrary number of colors, noise rate 
and number of pixels. We have shown that this 
model can efficiently work as an associative mem
ory, and that we can recognize arbitrary color im
ages, but the processing time will increase rapidly 
according to the number ofpixels used. The num
ber of neurons is given by the image resolution. 
which has a direct influence on the performance of 
our approach. During the learning phase we have 
found classical problems like the existence of local 
mínimal and slow learning. Regarding the retrieval 
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algorithm, we have obained good performance but 
with a large execution time. However, most of the 
computations are intrinsically parallel and can be 
implemented on SIMD or MIMD architectures. In 
fact, we are currently working in a paralleI version 
of our approach. We are going to extend our ap
proach for geometric Figures where the colors 
have not a good definition, using the fuzzy logic 
theory. 
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